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Blame it on these folks: left to right, John "Joint Effort" Kollar, Ed "Juan Julio " Perrone, Rob "Ragweed" Fisher, Young "Id!" Inyang, Wm. Kane
Grace "GMC" Cole, Doug "George Doug" George, Ed "The Thread" McKeown, Carol "Rites of Spring" Andress, Brian "I'll drink to that'
McDonough. Not pictured Tim Adams and Gteg Hall.

deal Weather Makes Concert A Success
By Win. Kane

From greasers fighting with knives
pulled to mothers bouncing their babies
intime to the music, there was a little bit
of everything to be seen at last
weekends Spring Concert.

The usual crowd was there.
Everybody. Observant eyes could catch,
believe it or not, some faculty members
walking around incognito, an adminis-
trator, and even a few of the staff of the
Capitol Campus.

This was by no means the limit to the
scope ofthe crowd. As isusually the case
with a big outdoor party, especially one
with a tradition behind it, people came
from all ofthe surrounding communities.

Guests were in abundance. Towards
the middle of the day it seemed most
populated, at say 2:30 or so.

Things to do: listen to the music of
course; get burnt, by the sun that is;
frisbee; football; beer, wine, whiskey,
gin, vodka, rum, and other alternative
methods of blurring perceptions;
dancing; there was a touch of life in all
its forms by the time the day was over.

In keeping with the tradition
explaining what Officer James H. Paul
was up to; among others things as he
was walking through the frisbee arena
directly below the stage, the alert chief
found himself prey to the onslaught of a
well aimed frisbee approaching his head.
He caught it!

Also, as the year 76 turned into 77, so
did the old Good People Productions'
shirts turn to new ones by blotching out
the 76 with a sorry excuse for,
presumably, a star. So the final product
read 19 (sorry excuse for a star) 77.

. A "super" job was done Mike

Pavlishin who introduced the bands,
roused the crowd, and read notices of
warning for the people who couldn't
handle it. Though we never did hear the
Cheech and Chong joke as was
promised.

The quite large crowd, even up to the
end, were sorry to see things end so
soon. Many expressed recommendations
for continuing the festivities into the
night.

All in all the concert/party mile off
well thanks to the hours of pralliiation
by all those mentioned in the letter on
page two.

There were some problems though as
the hot temperatures caused weral
beer drinkers to pass out, ace g to
Nurse Petrosino, who was theraltAping
out along with Nurse Kresge for over 11
hours.

Nurse Petrosino also said problems

of poison ivy and scratched bodies were
dealt with due to people climbing fences
to recapture lost frisbees.

Weekend
See P.p. 4

Weather
The extended weather forecast for

Harrisburg and the surrounding areas
for the period of Friday through Sunday
calls for a gradual warming trend
throughout these three days with the
highs on Friday in the mid 70's and the
lows in the upper 50's. Saturday will be a
little warmer and Sunday will be
warmer yet, with the highs in the upper
80's and the lows in the mid 60's.


